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ABSTRACT

The paper describes in detail the exploitation of chart-based meth-
ods and data structures in a simple system for the machine trans-
lation between related languages. The multigraphs used for the
representation of ambiguous partial results in various stages of
the processing and a shallow syntactic chart parser enable a
modification of a simplistic and straightforward architecture de-
veloped ten years ago for MT experiments between Slavic lan-
guages in the system̌Ceśılko. The number of translation variants
provided by the system inspired an addition of a stochastic ranker
whose aim is to select the best translations according to a target
language model.

1 INTRODUCTION

Using graphs has a long tradition in the field of machine translation (MT).
It is very difficult to trace back the first attempts to represent some lin-
guistic phenomena by means of charts, but it is not difficult to find a clear
historical example of usefulness of such representation. This example is
probably the most famous MT system of all times, the first really suc-
cessful and commercially exploited system, METEO [1,2]. There were
many reasons why METEO worked so well that it served for decades as
a positive example for the whole MT community demonstrating that ma-
chine translation is possible after all. The formalism used in the system,
Colmerauer’s Q-systems [3], is definitely among those reasons.
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Q-systems are in fact a mechanism for transformation of trees which
label the edges of an oriented chart. The transformations are controlled
by a grammar which contains declarative rewriting rules. Each rule may
be applied to a continuous set of edges and the result of its application is
a new edge or a continuous set of new edges starting and ending in the
same nodes as the original sequence. The grammar may be divided into
more parts which constitute a sequence in which the output of a previous
phase (in the form of a chart) serves as an input of the subsequent one.
At the end of each phase the system deletes all edges which were used
on a left hand side of some rule and the edges which do not constitute a
part of a path leading from the starting to the final node. This mechanism
thus very naturally cleans all partial results and at the same time it allows
to maintain ambiguity whenever it is necessary in between two particular
phases.

2 CHARTS IN THE MT BETWEEN RELATED LANGUAGES

Apart from METEO, Q-systems were used as well in one of the first sys-
tems of MT between related languages, in the Czech-to-Russian MT sys-
tem RUSLAN [4]. The ability of the chart-based analyzers to deal with
ambiguities at various levels (morphology, syntax, semantics) and to pre-
serve them across the levels (certain morphological ambiguities cannot
be resolved without syntactic clues) was fully exploited in this MT sys-
tem.The system used a traditional transfer-based architecture with full-
fledged syntactic analysis involving even some semantics. The related-
ness of both languages was not reflected in the architecture of the system.

The last decade witnessed a growing interest in MT between related
languages for different language groups—Slavic [5,6], Scandinavian [7],
Turkic [8], and languages of Spain [9]. The main advantage of trans-
lating between related languages is the possibility to use much simpler
means, in most cases some kind of “shallow” methods, most prominently
in parsing or in transfer. This is actually the case of experiments for
Slavic languages and the languages of Spain, where both systems follow
a very simple architecture originally designed for the Czech-to-Slovak
systemČeśılko. A morphological tagger disambiguates the input, indi-
vidual lemmas and tags are translated and transfered into a target lan-
guage and a morphological synthesis creates a target language sentence.
This rather simplistic approach chosen both in the systemČeśılko and
Apertium has a substantial drawback in the fact that the morphological
and lexical ambiguity is solved early in the translation process with all
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the consequences—the taggers used are still not sufficiently precise (the
best taggers for highly inflected languages quite naturally still have pre-
cision inferior to their counterparts for English) and thus they introduce
translation errors which cannot be removed in the subsequent stages of
the translation process. The architecture also does not allow to cope with
lexical ambiguity, another source of frequent translation errors.

In the following sections we would like to describe in detail how
the exploitation of chart-based methods may improve the MT between
closely related languages. The description will concern all important process-
ing stages of the system: morphological analysis, shallow syntactic analy-
sis and transfer. The experiments are conducted on a group of Slavic lan-
guages with Czech as a source language and Slovak as a primary target
language.

3 CHARTS IN MORPHOLOGY

As mentioned above, the simplistic architecture ofČeśılko exploits a
morphological tagger for a (complete) disambiguation of ambiguous word-
forms. In our experiments we have decided to replace the tagger by a
shallow syntactic chart parser which helps to (partially) disambiguate the
ambiguous input on the basis of the local context and, at the same time,
it preserves those ambiguous variants which cannot be resolved in such
a way. In order to keep the ambiguities wherever necessary, our system
uses a multigraph (i.e., a graph allowing parallel edges between a pair of
nodes).

In morphology, the advantage of the multigraph is obvious especially
for highly inflected languages. Individual word-forms are very often am-
biguous with regard to the gender, number and case and the possibility to
keep all the variants as long as necessary (until the ambiguity is resolved
in later stages of the processing), is really an important advantage.

The use of a multigraph in a chart parser also has certain hidden draw-
backs which have to be handled by workarounds or tricks. Let us discuss
the most crucial issue.

Let us consider the Czech sentenceStaŕy hrad se ty̌ćı nadřekou“The
old castle towers over the river”. The phrasestaŕy hrad is morpholog-
ically ambiguous (both forms can be used in both nominative and ac-
cusative case). After this phrase has been recognized as the subject of
the main verb, we know that the case is nominative in this context. And
since there is no other reading where it would be accusative, the parser
can remove this wrong reading.
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But what would have happened if we had the isolated phrasestaŕe
hrady “old castles”? There would be again two possible readings (nom-
inative and accusative) which cannot be resolved due to the lack of con-
text. Nevertheless there are still other meanings for each of the words
independently (disregarding the dependence between them). In this case,
these edges will not be removed during the final cleaning of edges al-
though the parser has analyzed the whole phrase. We can use a simple
workaround in this case: we can insert a new edge (shackle) between
edges which represent two word forms of the input sentence. These ar-
tificial edges will link both clusters of edges representing different mor-
phological readings. If there is at least one analysis which connects both
words, the parser will remove the shackle during the cleaning phrase and
thus only the complete parse will be preserved for further processing be-
cause the ‘false’ edges will not lie on a valid path any more and will be
deleted as well (the adjective would have more morphological meanings;
for the sake of simplicity, the multigraph contains only one edge with
different gender).

It is obvious that if we modify the multigraph by adding ‘shackles’
between all edges labelled with morphological information about individ-
ual input words we also have to modify all grammar rules accordingly.

4 CHARTS IN SYNTAX

In this section we would like to discuss typical issues of exploiting the
chart parser in a syntactic analysis. One of the most important issues
which may substantially reduce the parsing efficiency of chart parsers
is their natural tendency to create redundant identical results.

4.1 Elimination of identical results

The application of grammar rules to the multigraph is non-deterministic,
the rules are being applied in an order which may look very close to
random. As a result, the application of several different sequences of rules
may lead to identical results, as illustrated in Figure 1:

There are two possible parses:

1. The rule identifying direct objects is applied first, the rule identifying
subjects is applied afterwards.

2. The rule identifying subjects is applied first, the rule identifying di-
rect objects is applied afterwards.
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• otec ______

otecčte

t q
k e _ Y S

M J

otecčte knihu

• čte ______

čte knihu

t q
k e _ Y S

M J
• knihu ______ •

Fig. 1. Example of duplicate parses of a sentence

Theoretically, we would get two edges spanning the whole sentence
and labelled with identical dependency trees (of course, if we adhere to
constituent trees, both structures will reflect the order of application of
grammar rules and they will be different, but let us not forget that we are
primarily talking about the MT system between Slavic languages where
the use of dependency notation has a long tradition). In our implemen-
tation of the parser, this kind of duplicity is recognized automatically to
avoid exponential explosion.

4.2 Multigraph clean-up and further optimization

As long as a rule can be applied to the multigraph, edges are added to it
but no existing edge is removed. The new edges represent (are labelled
with) intermediary feature structures that may be used in further parsing
or they may be candidates for the final result. Once the multigraph cannot
be extended by any rule (according to a particular grammar), the interme-
diary edges need to be discarded from the multigraph since we want only
the most complex feature structures to be processed in the transfer phase.
This clean-up is somewhat similar to garbage collection in programming
languages with automatic memory management.

As an example, let us consider the following Czech verb phrase as the
input of the parser:

(1) auta
cars-NEUT,NOM,PL

jezdila
move-PAST,NEUT,PL

“The cars moved/were moving.”
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The input of the parser is the morphologically preprocessed multi-
graph (the multisets of edges between the same pair of nodes reflect the
morphological ambiguity of a word form), which can be found in the
upper part of Figure 2.

After the application of one particular rule, namely the one that at-
taches a noun in nominative (the subject) to its predicate (a resultative
participle in this case), we will get the multigraph from the lower part of
Figure 2 as the result of the syntactic analysis (dotted lines denote used
edges, circles denote used nodes1).

•

auta−NEUT,GEN,SG

•

jezdila−PAST,FEM,SG

auta−NEUT,NOM,PL

auta−NEUT,ACC,PL

•

jezdila−PAST,NEUT,PL

•

auta−NEUT,GEN,SG

◦

jezdila−PAST,FEM,SG

auta−NEUT,NOM,PL

auta−NEUT,ACC,PL

•

jezdila−PAST,NEUT,PL

Fig. 2. The input and the result of the syntactic analysis

Now we need to get rid of all obsolete edges:

1. First of all, we remove all used edges (denoted by dotted lines).

1 We define used node as a node that has at least one used edge to the left and at
least one used edge to the right.
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2. We remove all edges which start or end in a used node (i.e., the edges
that reflect morphological variants of a used edge which are mor-
phologically misanalyzed in the given context according to the used
grammar).

3. For each pathp from the initial node to the end node, we calculate
the numberu(p) of used edges it contains. Then we assign each edge
e the scores(e) = minp∈P u(p). The score for the whole graph is
defined ass = mine∈Es(e). Finally, we remove all edges where
s(e) > s.2

The last step ensures that every edge which remains in the multigraph
lies on a path from the initial node to the end node. The resulting graph
represents the output of the module of shallow syntactic analysis and as
such it is passed to the subsequent module which is the transfer. At the
same time, all complex feature structures (that represent syntactic trees)
that label the edges of the multigraph are being syntactically synthesized.

Processing of long sentences may result in very large multigraphs
with the number of edges growing exponentially. If we had to translate
the Russian phraseстарый замок “old castle” into Czech, the transfer
would give the two features structures from Figure 3.

[
”замок”

ADJ [ ”старый” ]

]
→

{[
”hrad”

ADJ [ ”starý” ]

]
,

[
”zámek”

ADJ [ ”starý” ]

]}

Fig. 3. Lexical transfer of feature structures

The syntactically synthesized multigraph is shown in Figure 4.
As the two edges with the feature structure for the adjectivestaŕy

are identical, we can optimize the spatial complexity of the multigraph
by contracting identical edges that have at least one common node. We
call this processcompactingthe multigraph. It is obvious that in complex
multigraphs, the number of edges can be lowered significantly. Immedi-
ately before morphological synthesis, the optimization can be even more
efficient if we do not contract only edges with identical feature structures

2 If there is at least one path from the initial node to the end node consisting only
from unused edges then the algorithm is equal to the one described in [3], i.e.,
all used edges are deleted as well as edges that do not belong to a path from
the initial node to the end node.
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• “hrad”

•

“star ý”

•

“z ámek”•“star ý”

Fig. 4. The result of a transfer and corresponding feature structures

but also those with identical surface form in the target language (there is
an extensive syncretism in Slavic languages).

5 TRANSFER ANDSYNTACTIC SYNTHESIS

Transfer and syntactic synthesis are performed jointly in one module. The
task of the transfer module is to adapt complex structures created by the
parser which cover the whole source sentence continuously to the target
language lexically, morphologically and syntactically. In the following
sections we describe the phase of the lexical transfer and the structural
transfer, the latter being split further in structural preprocessor and syn-
tactic decomposer.

5.1 Lexical transfer

The aim of the lexical transfer is to ‘translate a feature structure lexi-
cally’, i.e., the lemmas associated with feature structures are translated.
Morphological features may be adapted as well wherever appropriate.

In order to demonstrate the nature of the data contained in the dictio-
nary, let us present a fragment of the dictionary used in lexical transfer
between Czech and Slovenian:

Example 1.hv ězda|zvezda
dodat|dodati
kůň|konj
strom|drevo|gender=neut;
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Let us have a brief look at the last line of the example. The Czech
nounstrom“tree” is in masculine gender while the gender of its Slovenian
counterpartdrevo is neuter, that is why there is the additional informa-
tion gender=neutwhich instructs the transfer module to adapt the feature
genderof the corresponding feature structure so that it can be correctly
synthesized morphologically.

5.2 Structural transfer

The task of the structural transfer is to adapt the feature structures of the
source language (their properties and mutual relationship) so that the syn-
thesis generates a grammatically well-formed sentence with the meaning
of the source sentence. It is necessary to admit that the well-formedness
can generally be guaranteed only locally for the part of the sentence the
feature structure covers (this is caused by the decision to exploit shallow
parsing instead of a full-fledged one).

When changing the structure, the transfer may do one of the following
actions:

– to change values of atomic features in the feature structure, to add
atomic features with a specific value or to delete some atomic fea-
tures;

– to add a node to the syntactic tree;
– to remove a node from the syntactic tree.

5.3 Translation of multiword expressions

It is a well known fact that some words of a source language are trans-
lated as multiword expressions in the target language and vice versa, for
example:

Example 2. babička“grandmother” (Cze)→ stará mama(Slv)
zahradńı jahoda“garden strawberry” (Cze)→ truskawka(Pol)

Since these cases require removing or adding of a subordinated fea-
ture structure (for the adjective) which is equivalent to removing or adding
a node from/to the syntactic tree, such cases are handled by special rules
in the structural transfer.
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6 RANKER

As shown in the previous sections, the multigraph is a very usefull data
structure allowing to keep multiple variants of a translated sentence through
all stages of automatic translation. In order to fully exploit this property,
it is necessary to add a module which would be able to select the best
translation from all variants contained in the multigraph. For this purpose
we have decided to apply a stochastic ranker. The advantage of using a
ranker instead of a tagger is obvious—apart from inserting errors caused
by the imperfection of the tagger into the input sentence the tagger also
disambiguates the input too early and makes the translation process too
straightforward. If we replace it with the ranker we are able to propagate
more translation candidates through the system.

The reason why we are using a stochastic module in a system which
relies a lot on hand-written rules is pretty obvious—it would be very com-
plicated (if possible at all) to resolve the degree of ambiguity preserved
in the multigraph by hand-written rules. The stochastic post-processor is
able to select one particular sentence that suits best the given context.

6.1 Ranking

We use a simple language model based on trigrams (trained on word
forms without any morphological annotation) which is intended to sort
out “wrong” target sentences (these include grammatically ill-formed
sentences as well as inappropriate lexical mapping). For example, the
language model for Slovak has been trained on a corpus of 18.8 million
words which have been randomly chosen from the Slovak Wikipedia3.

Let us present an example of how this component of the system works.
Let us suppose thet there is the following Czech segment (matrix sen-
tence) in the source text:

Example 3. Spolěcnost
company-FEM,SG,NOM

ve
in

zprávě
report-FEM,SG,LOC

uvedla
inform-LPART,FEM,SG

“The company informed in the report. . . ”

The rule-based part of the system is supposed to generate (the shallow
grammar contains no rules for VPs) four Slovak (target) segments that
collapse to the following two after morphological synthesis:

3 http://sk.wikipedia.org
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1. Spolǒcnošt vo spŕave uviedli,
2. Spolǒcnošt vo spŕave uviedla.

The Czech worduvedlais ambiguous (fem.sg and neu.pl). According
to the language model, the ranker will choose the second sentence as the
most probable result.

There are also many homonymic word forms that result in different
lemmas in the target languages. For example, the Czech wordpakmeans
both “then” and “fool-pl.gen”, the wordtři means “three” and the imper-
ative of “to scrub”,ženumeans “wife-sg.acc” and “(I’m) hurrying out”
etc. The ranker is supposed to sort out the contextually wrong meaning
in all these cases if it has not been resolved by the parser.

6.2 Evaluation

We have evaluated the system of the Czech-to-Slovak MT on hundreds
of sentences mainly from newspapers. The metrics we are using is the
Levenshtein edit distance between the automatic translation and a ref-
erence translation. The reason why we do not use some more standard
evaluation metric such as BLEU [10] is simple—there is no sufficiently
large set of good quality testing data which would contain multiple trans-
lations of each particular source sentence into Slovak. As it has already
been shown in several articles (e.g. [11]), the correlation of BLEU with
the human judgment is not as high as it was generally believed. On top
of that, the reliability of BLEU decreases significantly if only a single
reference translation is used. The edit distance has one more advantage—
while the BLEU score does not provide any clue how complicated is the
post-editing of the result, the Levenshtein metric is pretty straightforward
in this respect and thus it is more suitable for really practical evaluation
of the MT output.

There are three basic possibilities of the outcome of translation of a
segment.

1. The rule-based part of the system has generated a ‘perfect’4 transla-
tion (among other hypotheses) and the ranker has chosen it.

2. The rule-based part of the system has generated a ‘perfect’ translation
but the ranker has chosen another one.

3. All translations generated by the rule-based part of the system need
post-processing.

4 By ‘perfect’ we mean that the result does not need any human post-processing.
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In the first case, the edit distance is zero, resulting in accuracy equal
to 1. In the second case, the accuracy is1 − d with d meaning the edit
distance between the segment chosen by the ranker and the correct trans-
lation divided by the length of the segment. In the third case, the accuracy
is calculated as for (2) except that we use the reference translation to ob-
tain the edit distance.

Given the accuracies for all sentences we use the arithmetic average
as the translation accuracy of the whole text. The accuracy is negatively
influenced by several aspects. If a word is not known to the morphological
analyzer, it does not get any morphological information which means that
it is practically unusable in the parser. Another possible problem is that a
lemma is not found in the dictionary. In such a case, the original source
form appears in the translation, which naturally decreases the score. Fi-
nally, sometimes the morphological synthesis component is not able to
generate the proper word form in the target language (due to partial in-
compatibility of tagsets for both languages). In such a case, the target
language (Slovak) lemma appers in the translation.

The results are summarized in Table 1. The results obtained by our
system are compared with the results of an original system for Czech-to-
Slovak MT. The numbers clearly support the claim that the change of the
architecture enabled by an exploitation of a multigraph in all phases of
the translation mentioned in our paper improves the system performance.
The improvement can be attributed both to the shallow parser as well as
the ranker, one without the other provides worse results.

Table 1. Czech-to-Slovak evaluation

accuracy original ranker & chunkerranker & parser
character based93.9% 96.3% 96.4%
word based 81.1% 87.8% 88.3%

7 SEGMENTATION

Due to morphological, syntactic and lexical ambiguity, the number of
edges in a chart may grow exponentially during processing a sentence.
Especially for languages with rich inflection, such as Czech and other
Slavic languages, this fact may seriously influence the effectivity of the
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translation process, thus it would be helpful to optimize the processing
of sentences that are too long. Since the method described in this paper
is based on shallow NLP and parts of source sentences are processed in-
dependently, using smaller translation units rather than whole sentences
would speed up the translation process without necessarily lowering trans-
lation accuracy. In our experiment, we have exploited the corpus of Czech
sentences with manually annotated clause structure [12] to see how the
segmentation of compound sentences could help.

The Prague Dependency Treebank5 [13] is a large and elaborated cor-
pus with rich syntactic annotation of Czech newspaper texts. A part of this
corpus was manually annotated with respect to structure of sentences—
the concept of segments, easily automatically detectable and linguisti-
cally motivated units was adopted [14]. Segments are understood as max-
imal non-empty sequences of tokens that do not contain any punctua-
tion mark or coordinating conjunction. The sentence annotation captures
the level of embedding for individual segments. This concept of linear
segments serves as a good basis for the identification of clauses—single
clause consists of one or more segments with the same level of embed-
ding; one or more clauses then create(s) a complex sentence.

The definition of segments adopted in the project is based on very
strict rules for punctuation in Czech. Generally, the beginning and end of
each clause must be indicated by a boundary. This holds for embedded
clauses as well. In particular, there are only very few exceptions to a
general rule saying that there must be some kind of a boundary between
two finite verb forms of meaningful verbs.

In the pilot phase of the project, 3,443 sentences from PDT were an-
notated with respect to their sentence structure which gives 7,975 seg-
ments and 5,003 clauses. While most sentences contain only one or two
clauses, the maximal observed number of clauses in a sentence is 11.

An experiment that used segments of the corpus instead of whole sen-
tences as translation units has shown that the translation process was 3–4
times faster (depending on the set of syntactic rules) while the accuracy
of the translation did not change. Thus the only remaining problem is to
refine the algorithm that automatically segments compound sentences of
the source language.

5 http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/pdt2.0/
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8 CONCLUSIONS

The results achieved in the experiments with machine translation between
two very closely related languages (Czech and Slovak) described in this
paper seem to support the hypothesis that the change of the rather simplis-
tic architecture of the original system̌Ceśılko enabled by an exploitation
of a multigraph and a shallow chart parser combined with a stochastic
ranker of the target language sentences generated by the system resulted
in improved translation quality. The use of a chart-based technique in
several phases of the translation process is a crucial factor for the im-
provement.
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